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Now is the time to get your early bird discount for the General Assembly by 
registering before May 9.  When we gather for the GA on Monday, June 23 we will 
be embarking on a journey begun in January with the presentation of alternative 
scenarios for The Grail’s future.   
 
We were presented with different ways we could limit and focus our resources and 
woman power to renew ourselves for the challenges that lie ahead.  Over seventy 
members participated in honing these scenarios by responding to surveys and 
participating in conference calls.  Shortly you will be presented with a brand new 
scenario that incorporates the wisdom of these member responses, but asks us to 
consider choices about membership requirements, finances, and governance.  
The consultant who has helped Council design this planning process, Maureen 
Gallagher, will be present to work with us in the refinement and assessment of the 
scenario and the component parts.  Our work together may result in decisions at 
the GA about these choices but we can also envision that the Assembly may 
decide to recommend a course of action to members for affirmation by vote 
following the GA in order to involve more members in affirming our direction for the 
future. 
 
But just as important as designing the future of the Grail is understanding and 
experiencing who we presently are.  This will be the other half of our work together 
at the GA.  Last year the National Meeting and International Spirituality Forum 
focused on our experience of community in the midst of religious diversity and our 
Grail spiritual values as an international movement.  We will go deeper in our 
understanding of what this means to us as we relate this work to our scenario for 
the future.  Our thanks to Mary Gene Devlin and Simonetta Romano who will be 
working with the NLT in designing a process to continue this work.  At the National 
Meeting we also tried out dividing into Spiritual Practice Groups, and similar 
groups will be integrated again this year.  There will also be opportunities for 
“Open Space” sessions where you bring the content to share with others.  Both of 
these activities will be coordinated by Kate Devlin.  Plus there will be ample time 
for catching up with old acquaintances and for singing and celebrating together.   

continued next page 
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If there is one thing that has come out loud and clear from the member feedback, it has 
been the recognition that we are indeed a community rooted in spiritual values.  The 
fact that there are differences in how this identity is understood does not diminish the 
centrality of its importance to us.  We will again set up “The Red Tent” in St. Brigid’s as 
a respite away from the hustle and bustle, and we will be led through beautiful opening 
and closing rituals by our own Fran Frazier. 
 
As always, we can use volunteers to help with transportation (coordinated by Jan 
Weinkam and Fran Martin), the Bistro (coordinated by Mary Farrell) and note-takers 
(coordinated by Joyce Minkler).  We invite regions and individuals to bring displays 
about your Grail work that will be coordinated by Judy Alves.  An advance thank-you to 
Lenie Schaareman for helping with the Grailville logistics and to Carol White for 
agreeing to write up the final report. 
 
This year’s theme, “It’s a Good Moment in Time,” is suggestive of the importance of our 
gathering.  We have a wonderful history that has brought us to this place, and we are at 
a decision point that could lead us to a different, but equally wonderful, future.  Right 
Now is the time we have, and it’s a Good Moment. 
 
 

 
 

MOVING FORWARD: MORE WOMEN STANDING UP 
~ Joann Vermeersch Lamb ~ 

 
Women will again be standing up worldwide on May 11th - Mother’s Day in the United 
States.  For five minutes, simultaneously, in silence.  At 1:00 p.m. wherever they are.  
Our Grail spirit and vision is espoused in this event. 
Last year I told you how the initiative caught on here in Claremont, California.  Some 
Ohio (!) women had carried the initial idea to the UN Commission on the Status of 
Women in New York.  And Teresa Wilson brought it home to Pilgrim Place in 
Claremont. 
Well, 250 women, men and children joined us in profound and moving silence in nearby 
Memorial Park.  For a magical five minutes we stood up together for a world free of 
hunger and violence, where healthcare, clean water and shelter are givens, a world in 
which our children and grandchildren and Mother Earth can exist in peace. 
We were in solidarity with sisters and brothers at 3586 other sites and in 76 countries.  
Just as in the amazing seminal book by Sharon Mehdi, The Great Silent Grandmother 
Gathering, that participation will continue to mount.  In the story two grandmothers stood 
alone in a park to save the world.  After a few days 3223 people were with them.  Then 
the Media carried the message globally. 
In an age of instant communication can we not do the same?  Grail members at Pilgrim 
Place invite you to act and to e-mail friends and family.  For other locations or to 
designate one of your own, go to www.standingwomen.org.  The website gives access 
in 7 languages. 

GA, continued 
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NEW BRIDGE INSTALLED AT GRAILVILLE 
  

When Alex Ping, son of Phil Ping and Brigid Hill and grandson of Vince and Miriam Hill, needed 
a final project to earn his Eagle Scout badge, Grailville enthusiastically endorsed his proposal to 
build a bridge across Osage Orange creek, enhancing access to the pasture and eastern 
walking trails.  Alex, a Junior at St. Xavier High School, was responsible for managing the entire 
project: drawing up the plans and getting them approved, designing and constructing the bridge, 
organizing volunteers and securing the necessary funds.  Whew!  On Sunday afternoon April 
20th, the bridge was installed.  Many thanks to Alex and whole crew for a job well done!  You 
can now walk from Modicum to the top of cross hill without wet feet or brambles!  
Special thanks to Becky Hill and Elizabeth Murphy for the pictures. 
 

 
 

leaving the barn… …onto O’Bannonville

Alex (center) with Phil and Brigid and the fabulous crew!

easy does it … 

um…now what? great catch!
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NOTES FROM IRELAND 
~ Carol White ~ 

 
Having asked in the April Gumbo for all possible prayers and good energy to be sent for 
our first “Exploring the International Grail” gathering on 15 April, I thought I should let 
you know how it turned out.  And that, in a word, was Fine. (Alleluia!!) 

Nine women joined Mary Guimaeres and me in my living room.  I would guess their 
ages to be thirties, forties, fifties, and one self-declared eighty-year-old.  When we 
talked about our lives and our reasons for being there many common threads appeared: 
intense spiritual search, a desire for personal transformation/growth, working for societal 
change but feeling the potential for burn-out in the absence of a supportive community.  
Feminism was so taken for granted that some didn’t even mention it, but after they had 
viewed the “In Search of the Grail” DVD, they started asking almost angrily why the 
Grail had never been established in Ireland, “where women have been so terribly 
oppressed for so long!”  (I didn’t really know the answer to that….) 

They were an impressive group – active professionals, some single and some married, 
several involved in some form of creativity (three in dance!) and all apparently interested 
in ritual/celebration as an important part of spirituality.  

An interesting sideline: On 11 April I attended, as a new member, my first meeting of the 
Board of Directors of the Institute for Feminism and Religion (IFR).  The IFR was 
founded by Mary Condren in 1995 and regularly offers high quality programmes.  Mary 
Condren had publicized on the IFR website the presentation of the Grail that Mary Gene 
Devlin took part in last February, and added to the announcement her own tribute to the 
US Grail, which she credited with helping her get a theological education at a time when 
that was not available to women in Ireland.  During lunch people asked how our 
presentation had gone, and also the inevitable “What is the Grail?” question.  I did my 
best with that and after the meeting the chairwoman of the Board asked if she could 
come to our 15 April meeting!  She did so, and thanked me profusely afterward because 
the Grail seems to be something she has been looking for. 

During the Board meeting, Mary Condren herself suggested that, IF the Grail does 
develop here, there might perhaps be a fruitful collaboration with the IFR: the Grail 
could supply the communal and ritual elements that IFR activities usually do not include 
(except at Brigit festivals) and the IFR could supply content-based programmes (which 
means they would invite Rosemary Reuther or whoever and we wouldn’t need to do 
that).  And if the chair of the IFR remains an enthusiastic Grail Explorer, that would 
certainly help the collaboration. 

In the end, we all agreed to several points.  First, if the International Grail is to develop 
here, it must have its own Irish identity within the panoply of Grail national identities, and 
we will have to create that identity as we go along.  Second, no one (except Mary 
Guimaeres and yours truly) is now committed to anything except exploration.  But the 
third was that all nine want to meet again on 13 May to continue this exploration. 

So, thanks to everyone who was focusing on us on 15 April.  There remain many rivers 
to cross, but I do feel we have made a good beginning. 
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NEWS ABOUT GRAIL SISTERS AROUND THE WORLD 
 
 

 Emilia Charbonneau (South Africa) via Alexa Kane 
Alexa Kane and Theresa Czerwinski are gearing up for a rare visit from their sister – the 
first family visit for Emilia in four years.  Planning to spend most of her time in 
Philadelphia and Detroit, Emilia will be visiting in this country from May 26 to June 22.  
Alexa, Theresa and their siblings, according to Alexa, “will be waiting with open arms to 
greet her.” 
 

 Christa Werner (Germany) via Marian Schwab 
“As we plan to make a tiny centre for the Grail group in and around Munich – most 
probably in a town called Ingolstadt – my days in Rottweil are counted.  Although the big 
work to find a suitable place and to move lies still ahead of me, my time presently has 
little routine or ground.  Since the day two weeks ago when I had my last working day at 
the Nurses Training School, I have been ‘on the way’ to retirement.  So far, however, it 
feels more like a working holiday where lots of appointments are to be met.” 
 

 Guida Santos (Portugal) & Jeanette Loanzon (Philippines) via Maureen Tate 
In the spaces between CSW spaces at the UN, it was wonderful to spend time together 
with Guida and Jeanette, as well as with Pauline Makwaka – especially as we 
discussed our hopes and concerns for the future of the Grail.  It was reassuring to learn 
that many of the issues we face in the US Grail are challenges in other countries as well 
– particularly the challenges of leadership positions, the need for paid staff for Grail 
work, and the difficulties of outreach to younger women. 
  

 Pauline Makwaka (Kenya) via Maureen Tate 
The Philadelphia Grail was thrilled to host Pauline and Kate Twohy for a luncheon at the 
home of Alexa Kane, in the week following the CSW meetings.  We heard about 
Pauline’s work organizing around the rights of elderly women, and learned more about 
the current political situation and Pauline’s hopes for peace building. 
 

 Kay Kryvanick (Brazil) via Theresa Dardar 
Passing through for a few days on her bi-annual visit to the US, Kay – AKA “Marina” – 
managed to meet with both Louisiana Grail groups (and talk about her work in public 
health) as well as visit her brother and his family in Houma, before hopping a plane for 
Chicago.  Unfortunately trying to fly American Airlines exactly when their planes were 
grounded, Kay eventually took off for the North (with visits scheduled for New Jersey 
and Canada).  She plans to return to Louisiana late in May on her way back to Brazil. 
 
 

         



 

 

NORTHWEST PHL INTERFAITH HOSPITALITY NETWORK (NPIHN) 
From Our Mother of Consolation (OMC) parish bulletin, sent in by Alexa Kane 
“NPIHN, part of a national organization, was started in our area in 1991.  It is a program that 
unites churches, synagogues and meeting houses to host families in transition and provide 
shelter, meals, mentoring and comfort during the period they are awaiting placement in 
permanent housing. 
OMC became involved in 1993 through the efforts of one of our parishioners, Helen Adler.  We 
are the only Catholic parish of 25 religious organizations involved.  Over 100 volunteers from 
OMC have participated. 
OMC partners with St. Paul’s Episcopal Church once a year, in the Spring.  St. Paul’s provides 
accommodations.  OMC volunteers assist in 3 areas: 1) DINNER, preparing meals and bringing 
to St. Paul’s to share with guests; 2) COMPANIONSHIP, spending time with the children for a 
few hours; and 3) OVERNIGHT, staying at St. Paul’s for the evening. 
NPIHN has been recognized for outstanding results achieved over the years.  Hundreds of 
families have been placed in permanent homes and because of mentoring programs, many 
adults have obtained employment or enrolled in schools.  NPIHN is a nonprofit with offices in 
Mt. Airy.  Rachel Falcove is the Executive Director.” 
For more about NPIHN, see http://www.philashelter.org/  
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